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Our business was formed to provide
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service and peace of mind. All of this is
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The executive team is comprised of
people who share the same Vision and
Values. They share the same belief in
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A combined total of over 62 years in
the industry means that this Vision can
be realised in a successful, professional
and sustainable manner.
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OUR

STORY
Our business was formed to provide Customers with value for
money, quality products, exceptional Customer service and
peace of mind. All of this is against a backdrop of an industry
that has long been seen as providing poor value, sub-optimal
service and poor culture across many businesses.
The executive team is comprised of people who share the
same Vision and Values. They share the same belief in Honesty,
Transparency and Integrity.
A combined total of over 62 years in the industry means that
this Vision can be realised in a successful, professional and sustainable manner.
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OUR

VISION
To be recognised
as a company that
constantly strives to
put its Customer’s
interests at the heart
of everything we do
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Always fair

OUR

VALUES

Transparent in
everything we do
Keep it local
Simple and
straightforward
Honest and truthful
Quality award
winning products
Continuous Improvement
Good citizens
We listen and act
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HIGH PERFORMANCE ECO FLUSH WINDOWS & DOORS
Our Award Winning Eco Flush Windows and doors combines the beauty and elegance of traditional timber with
all the benefits of PVC-U. The Eco Flush Windows and doors make a stunning addition to both traditional and
contemporary properties, transforming period homes, country cottages and modern townhouses. Its unrivalled,
aesthetic appeal makes it one of the most attractive flush products on the market today.

AWARD WINNING WINDOWS AND DOORS
• Super Efficient
• Perfect for Conservation
• Sound-Proof
• Safe and Secure
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Rated ‘Excellent’
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ECO CASEMENT 2800 WINDOWS AND DOORS
Our Eco Casement 2800 windows and doors combine the elegance and style of traditional timber
with all the benefits of PVC-U. This range is ideal for period properties and those who want to
add or restore character to their homes. Its unique, unrivalled, aesthetic appeal makes this range
the most attractive suite of windows and doors on the market today.

AWARD WINNING WINDOWS AND DOORS
• Super Efficient
• Extremely Durable
• Sound-Proof
• Safe and Secure
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Rated ‘Excellent’
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TRADITIONAL ECO SLIDE SASH WINDOWS
This elegant type of window is a popular replacement in period houses, its design giving your home
a sophisticated charmand style that you won’t achieve from a standard casement window.
Whether you live in an older property or a more modern home, ECOSlide sash windows are a cost-effective solution
for replacing like for like replacement or as an alternative to other styles.
Choose from a range of colour and hardware options to complete your window and create a look that fits in perfectly with your home.

AWARD WINNING WINDOWS AND DOORS
• Slim Profiles
• Tilt and Clean
• Energy Efficient
• Safe and Secure
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Rated ‘Excellent’
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#BESTINCLASS SLIDER24
A unique sliding patio door that suites with our pretty windows in performance, style and colour.
Our market leading colour from stock means homeowners can choose from 30 colourways for their new windows and sliding
patio door, including matching ancillaries, trims and accessories, and have it all delivered on the same short lead time as white.
If you’re looking for the perfect frame for the perfect view our best in class Slider24 is for you.

AWARD WINNING WINDOWS AND DOORS
• Super Efficient
• Extremely Durable
• Sound-Proof
• Safe and Secure PAS24 Compliant
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Rated ‘Excellent’

THE ECO COLOUR COLLECTION
Our market leading colour from stock means homeowners can choose from 30 colourways for their
new windows and sliding patio door, including matching ancillaries, trims and accessories, and have it
all delivered on the same short lead time as white.

• 30 Colourways
as Standard
• Extremely durable

• 15 year manufacturer’s 			
guarantee for ultimate 			
peace of mind
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HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPOSITE DOORS
Our composite doors are made from fibreglass with steel reinforcement and a rigid, high density, energy efficient polyurethane
core, whilst giving you the appearance of a solid timber door. This innovative man-made material is lightweight, yet extremely
strong. They will not rust, flake or peel either, so you never need to repaint them.
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ALUMINIUM BIFOLDING DOORS
Let light flood your home & enjoy your living spaces by opening up your home to the great outdoors
with our outstanding aluminium bifold doors. With a wide range of configuration options, high performance
glazing & minimal profiles you won’t find a more modern or unique look for your home.
We are very proud to be able to offer this product as part of our fantastic range.
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BEFORE & AFTER
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TESTIMONIALS
Remote Window Shopping (Cyprus)
Our objective was to replace all 16 windows in our
rented Bristol house.. remotely.. from Cyprus. This of
course was no problem for Danny and his team who
took this as an organisational challenge to still deliver
a quality service to the customer despite covid and
geographical complications.
Despite these problems TheWindowHub.co.uk
excelled in all areas providing a fantastic personal
service via video conferencing explaining a
background to the company and what they can
do for us (including showing of windows and
features). Price was on point and the quality of the
windows exceptional. Delivered and installed ahead
of schedule despite covid restrictions and even
stretched the installation to 3 days as to ensure the
best possible service and quality was provided.
I would not hesitate in using these guys again and
wish them all the best in the future.
Will Robinson

Absolutely brilliant
Absolutely brilliant - thrilled with the job! Had an
upstairs full length ‘window door’ fitted with my
own little juliette balcony - all done in one day lovely guys, so pleased.
				
Lolly Jones
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Excellent service

The Window Hub, Bristol

Excellent service from the moment I first sent in my
enquiry for new windows throughout our house. The
advise provided, service, quote and installation have
been outstanding.

They have exceeded my expectations regarding the
installation of my windows and doors and I would
highly recommend the company to anyone, Richard
and Gareth were very professional, polite and
meticulous with a great attention to detail.

Our new windows were installed last week and
they look even better than we imagined, and have
transformed the rooms making them all feel brighter,
safer and cosier.
Highly recommend Danny and the team. We will be
back in contact when it comes to having new doors
to the garden. Thank you
Racheal

Window fitting
I have to say I was very impressed with the service
provided by the window hub.co.ukltd bristol. The
whole process was seamless, from Danny in the
office to Tony the surveyor to Richard and Gareth
the fitters who were just amazing, friendly, tidy and
efficient.
This was the first time I have used this company,
but it definitely won’t be the last and I will be
recommending them to my friends and neighbours.
Well done thewindowhub.co.ukltd 10/10 from this
customer
			
Robert Hole

			

Sheila Cosh

Good quality product and fantastic job…
Good quality product and fantastic job done by the
fitters installing the windows.
Who worked like Trojans to get them installed,
before the wet weather came. Finally finishing at
20.00hs .
Well done				
					 Mel & Jill

Highly recommended
I just wanted to say how brilliant all the people at the
WindowHub have been. Totally professional. Clean,
tidy and polite. Thank you.
				
Andrew Brace

TESTIMONIALS
Highly recommend The Window Hub

We recently ordered a stable door
We recently ordered a stable door, there was a delay
due to covid19

Excellent windows and service from
TheWindowHub.co.uk.

But we were kept informed regularly, on a locking
mechanism that was to be sent from Europe,the door
is now in situ & we are extremely pleased with it,

I had contacted a number of companies whose
details I got from FENSA but the WindowHub.
co.uk ticked every box exceptional service, quality
windows, prompt timescales and great price.

It super cèdes our expectations
				

Mr John Royle

Good company
I got a cold call visit from a sales guy who was
persuading me to change all windows and main
door. I kindly said to him that I don’t require that at
the moment but that I’m having trouble with one
particular window.
Then I was contacted by Danny who gave me a
decent price to replace just this window. A very
experienced installer took measurements and the
window was fitted about 3 weeks later even after
having some Covid related issues.
The window looks great and seems much better
quality than the one was fitted but I’m still waiting
for the warranty paperwork to arrive.
Good company overall, would use them again.
			

Inigo

Everyone was warm and friendly all the way through
- from the first phone conversation with Danny, the
boss, to Ozzy the Sales Mgr who came out at short
notice and was able to agree the job at first visit, to
Tony the surveyor, Richard and Gareth who fitted
and Chris who made sure all the paperwork was
sorted. Best service I’ve received from any company
in quite a while.
They were very reasonable and accommodated my
request to do the fitting in two visits due to other
renovation works I had ongoing. I have nothing
but praise for a well deserving local and excellent
company.
Did I mention that the windows were great quality
and well built.
Thanks guys.
AVT Bristol

Highly recommend The Window Hub, Staple Hill who
provided and installed a new back door and new
larger back room window.
A company local to were I live and provided a great
service from advice during the quote, consideration
for best output during survey and quality of
workmanship during installation. I was working from
home during the installation and saw the attention
to detail and pride in the work.
The finished room looks amazing, credit to the whole
team. Will use again
			

Drew Pollard

After receiving excellent advice when…
After receiving excellent advice when we were
getting a quotation, our order took less time for
delivery than was stated. Installation was swift and
clean, dispite the weather conditions that day.
Very pleased with product and receiving some good
comments from people.
Thank you to all at The Window Hub.co.uk
				

Mrs K Bullock
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Countless unseen
details are often
the only difference
between mediocre &
magnificent
Unknown

FROM MEDIOCRE

TO MAGNIFICENT

A company that allows the customer to discuss there needs, get a quote and
order without 80’s sales tactics like 3hr sales presentations & phoning the
manager for a discount.
A real local person owning your job from start to finish, no robots or call
centres.
Rewarding our staff to do the right thing, putting the customer first.
Treating your home like our home, not a site, so we always put sheets down,
take one frame out at a time, Replace, make good, clean up after ourselves
then move on to the next window or door.
Eco aware, we take away all your old frames and recycle everything possible.
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OUR

ACCREDITATIONS

Rated ‘Excellent’
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The Window Hub,
The Old Bakehouse,
2a Teewell Hill,
Bristol, BS165PA

Rated ‘Excellent’

T: 0117 313 4862
E: info@thewindowhub.co.uk
W: www.thewindowhub.co.uk

